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Those who have heard me talk before might be glad to know that I will
not be speaking about repairs again today. Though thinking about how
your church is built and keeps out the rain is one great way of getting to
know it.
This workshop is called Understanding your Church Building but my talk
is as much about enjoying and celebrating our churches.
Their ‘Wow’ or Wonder
And where they fit in time and place.
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Historic England
National Heritage
List Entry for
Aldenham Church

There is a lot of information available on church buildings. Their dates,
what they contain and what makes them important. A few sources are
shown here and a list of the main ones will be given after this talk.
There are times when you may need to do some more research on a
particular feature or two when planning works or a scheme. Churches
also offer no end of opportunities for local historians and others to do
research and projects.
I don’t have the time now to give even a potted history of church
architecture and won’t be giving streams of dates.
Instead I want to take a different tack.
We all know and treasure our churches but sometimes it is good to take
a step back and try and see them with fresh eyes.
How we can renew our experience of our church buildings through our
senses and feelings.
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A typical parish church tower
St John the Baptist, Aldenham

What shape is it?
Where is it going?

Well the tower looks like its standing with legs a little apart giving a
strong, secure base.
But then it starts to zoom upwards.
Angled buttresses at the corners step back as they gain height.
Our eye travels up from the small doorway at the bottom, past the
breaks and openings above to the battlements. Above that again is the
metal spike or spire, sharp and precise, pointing towards the sky.
What kind of thing is it – what else is like it?
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Well, for me at least, there is an obvious match.
But if the tower looks like it ready to head skyward, where will the huge
explosion of energy needed to make it happen come from?
The answer is obvious for a church with a belfry …
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Even if my rocket comparison is pushing it you have to agree that it is
incredible that nearly every village and town has an amazing structure
like Aldenham’s.
Literally towering over the land and buildings nearby. And clearly
pointing to heaven.
We get a sense of movement because our eyes are drawn up the vertical
lines of the tower. The horizontal breaks just mark our climb.
The strong horizontal lines and shapes of the rest of the church run
closer to the earth and keep it grounded.
The aisle and chancel windows in turn give a vertical counterpoint to the
stronger horizontals of the roofs.
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Colour and light
Rough and smooth
Flat and shaped
Solid and open
Variety of openings
What they tell us
Simplicity, style and date

What other sensory experiences and thoughts can we enjoy at
Aldenham?
Well sight and touch can have a field day.
LIST
You may also spot differences between the nave and chancel. These may
have come because the community was often responsible for the first
and the patron the second. Which was expanded, updated and finer
could depend on the relative money and interest each had.
If we are lucky we may have the birds and choir singing and organ
playing as well.
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The window above the door on the west side of the tower has geometric
tracery made up of delicate lines of stone.
Here are the flowing lines of the East Window at the end of the Chancel.
Gothic windows have to be set out full size on a lime floor, not least to
give the great sweeping curves of the designs.
Geometry was king with the circle and its arcs the most prized of shapes.
And the instrument that made these - the compass – was key.
Not only did this geometry give arches that would stand huge loads but
it had massive spiritual power.
God was shown creating and marking out the universe with a compass.
The medieval illustration in the top right corner shows God as architect
doing just that.
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Most of Aldenham Cburch is medieval at its core.
The painting and photo to the right seem to show the change from an
earlier East Window in the painting to the Victorian design we have just
been looking at in the photo. (But illustrations are not always accurate.)
Another big Victorian change to the chancel is the shaped, timber barrel
vault of the ceiling seen on the left.
Many churches were built and developed in medieval times then had
major changes during the Victorian period. In the centuries in between
those with money often spent it on memorials and monuments.
Which takes me to one of Aldenham’s surprises and delights – most
churches have at least one.
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Here are John and Deborah Coghill who both died in 1714. John who is
reclining at the front has been having a chat with his wife propped up
behind since then.
We do not know if she has responded or is just a good listener. We also
do not know whether when the church is unattended they make use of
the music stand and chair in front.
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A church with more change
St Mary, Stotfold

Plan from Victoria County History of Bedfordshire

On the surface Stotfold Church looks like it may have changed little in
medieval times.
The nave, chancel, aisles and porch are all topped by battlements and
most of the windows look similar. This stately treatment is very much
late Gothic or Perpendicular in style.
Under the surface there is a different story. The church developed over
time by extending bits and adding new elements which was a typical
pattern.
The church probably started with just a 12th century nave shorter than
the one we have now. The south aisle was added. Then the nave was
extended. The north aisle was added including an earlier chapel.
The tower was built at the west end of the nave and the church gained
its Perpendicular skin, the high level clerestory lighting the nave and the
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gently sloping roofs.
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When the tower is added a
window on the west side
above the door is needed
to light the church

When the south aisle is
added an open arcade
linking it to the nave is
needed

Growing the church by adding parts and the occasional extension of
existing ones sounds very organic and even easy. Those who have had
extensions built to their houses know that that may not be the whole
truth.
By way of example this slide shows what had to happen when you
added the west tower and south aisle.
This could involve a huge amount of change and rebuilding.
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Modern designs – Wow and change
St Andrew and St George, Stevenage

This slide shows that you don’t need a medieval church to have a
building very much of its time and place – in this case 1960 and
Stevenage New Town. And one which makes you go Wow.
The design includes the use of modern materials particularly concrete
and expressive arched frames which evoke something of the Gothic in
their curves up from wall to roof.
Modern churches with specific design concepts can be difficult to
change.

Architects: Seely and Paget. Listed Grade II.
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Change and Wow at an unlisted church
Holy Cross, Marsh Farm, Luton

Here is Holy Cross which was built in 1970 to serve the Marsh Farm
Estate on the north side of Luton. Many of those who came to the Estate
moved there from London.
The church has a modest outside but as with many modern churches
makes a feature of its roof – inside in this case. The curved pews brought
later from a convent add attractive lines and warmth.
Marsh Farm is at the centre of redevelopment and needs a different
public face to match the new layout.
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When we visited recently the churchwarden told us about the coloured
light from this cross that fell on the floor. When his son was growing up
he would dance amongst the colours when he came to church.
Definitely wonder and wow.
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Too many darned churches!?

So why do we need so many churches? They are everywhere!
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Every Place should have one because:
Each town, village, neighbourhood and community is
important
Church buildings and churchyards give special
experiences and opportunities
And:
Each church building is unique
Churches are often the biggest and best local heritage
Churches are public spaces, open, free and on your
doorstep
Churches are community symbols and landmarks
Churches help give places their special characters
St Paul’s Square, Bedford – the church and market

As you can see, this in St Paul’s Church in the main, historic square in
Bedford. With the street market just in front.
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Queens Park is a couple of miles to the west of St Paul’s and on the
opposite side of the railway line and station.
The Queens Engineering Works were founded in 1894 and workers’
housing and public facilities followed. All Saints was added in 1910 and
is very much part of the grid of streets and terraced houses you can see
on the map and in the photos.
It works closely with more recent places of worship – the Sikh Temple
and Mosque.
Churches are part and parcel of what makes a place special. Fitting into
its waft and weave and distinctive character but standing out as a
special building too.
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Churches are much loved landmarks in settlements and the countryside.
Here is a view of the tower of Ashwell Church – the tallest in
Hertfordshire and a landmark for miles around.
John Betjeman wrote: ‘We first saw its gigantic dark grey fourteenth
century church tower, crowned with a tapering lead fleche steeple rising
from huge elms on chalky foothills... dominating all’
The community were asked what they thought and felt about the
church. The responses were incredibly positive.
One women said that when she was driving back and at last saw the
tower rising above the hills she knew she was home.
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Sense of Place – the
character of areas

St Mary, Eaton Bray

Totternhoe Stone Quarry

The Sense of Place extends beyond individual villages and towns to
groups of settlements and countryside with shared geology and
landscapes and special character.
The chalky clunch stone quarried at Totternhoe below the Chilterns Hills
gives churches in the area a distinctive character. Eaton Bray shows how
the soft, fine-grained stone can be cut into neat blocks but weathers on
the outside where it is exposed to the elements. But clunch can be
carved beautifully and keeps its fine details when protected inside.
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Spot the
difference!
Two towers and a spire
in Bedfordshire’s
Greensand Country
Ridgmont, Millbrook
and Segenhoe

For every rule there is an exception.
Bedfordshire’s Greensand Country typically has churches with modest,
square towers.
The Bedford Estate preferred more striking buildings with spires so
Segenhoe church (bottom right), now a ruin, was replaced by the
imposing design of G. G. Scott set on a hill at Ridgmont (on the left).
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Places linked across Christendom
St Mary, Felmersham and Cluny Abbey, Saône-et-Loire

And places can be connected and their character shaped over long
distances too.
This explains why the small hamlet of Felmersham next to the
meandering River Ouse north-west of Bedford gained a church which
Pevsner describes as matching in spiritual scale, if not size, any priory or
abbey church.
The church was extremely wealthy and under Lenton Priory in Notts
which was part of the Cluniac Order. That Order’s head office was Cluny
Abbey in the eastern part of France. The Abbey, dedicated to St Peter,
was the largest church in Europe in medieval times and famed for its
beauty and rich decoration.
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Wonder, time and place
Here is another view of Felmersham Church from across the River Ouse.
In T. S. Eliot’s poem ‘Little Gidding’ he evokes the very direct and specific
quality of wonder, time and place.
It is what we experience, what revelation we have, in this one place at
this one time.
But this is fused with wonder, times and places without bounds
What is now is throughout history and what is here is everywhere.
Thank you for listening.
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